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Let Y,, n > 1, be a sequence of integrable random variables with EY, = x,,/?, + 
x,*P, + ... + x&?~, where the xu)s are known and p’ = (/7, , Pr,..., /3,) unknown. 
Let b, be the least-squares estimator of p based on Y,, Yz ,..., Y,,. Weak consistency 
of b,, n > 1, has been considered in the literature under the assumption that each 
Y, is square integrable. In this paper, we study weak consistency of b,, n 2 1, and 
associated rates of convergence under the minimal assumption that each Y” is 
integrable. 
1. INTROD~JCTI~N 
The main problem tackled in this paper is about asymptotic properties of 
least-squares estimators in the linear model framework. More precisely, let 
Y,, Y2, Y3 ,.,. and E,, Q, E, ,... be two sequences of random variables 
satisfying 
yi =Xilp* + Xix& + *” + xipPp + Ei, i> 1, 
where p’ = (f3,, & ,..., /I,,) E RP is the unknown parameter vector and the 
coefficients xij, i > 1 andj = 1, 2,...,p, are all known constants. (T stands for 
operation transpose.) Here p is a fixed known positive integer. Let Zx = 
w, 2 Y2 ,..*, YJ and Xn = (X~j)l<i<n,l<j<p~ n> 1. If E si=O for every i, then 
E Z, =X,/I. Suppose for some n > 1, Rat&(X,) =p. Then 6, = (X:X,,-’ 
XrZ,, is the least-squares estimator of p based on the first n random 
variables Yi , Y2 ,..., Y,. Optimal properties of b, are known if the random 
variables Y, , Y2 ,..., Y, are subject to some additional restrictions. For 
example, if Y,, Y2 ,..., Y,, are square integrable, pairwise uncorrelated and 
have common variance, then, by the Gauss-Markoff theorem, b, is the best 
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(minimum variance) linear unbiased estimator of j3. If Y,, Y,,..., Y, are not 
square integrable, then the dispersion matrix of b, does not exist and hence 
the Gauss-Markoff theorem becomes inapplicable. There are situations 
where Y,, Y,,..., Y,, are integrable but not square integrable. For example, in 
Portfolio Analysis stable distributions with index 1 < a < 2 are being used as 
probability models to analyze the returns on shares available in a stock 
exchange. See Fama and Roll [9], Mandelbrot [lo], and Wise [ 111. If the 
dispersion matrix of b, does not exist, it is natural to examine whether b,‘s 
have the desirable property of weak consistency, i.e., Pr{]] b, - /?I[ > E} + 0 as 
n -+ co for every E > 0, where I] . (1 denotes the usual Euclidean norm in RP. It 
is true that for weak consistency to hold one should impose conditions on 
the constants x;s and on the probability law of Yn’s. There are no stochastic 
conditions on Y”‘s which would ensure that b,‘s are weakly consistent 
whatever may be the values of the constants xI,‘s. In the following example, 
E, = Y, - EY,,, n > 1, is a sequence of independent identically distributed 
normal random variables and we produce constants x;s for which b,‘s fail 
to be weakly consistent. 
EXAMPLE. 
EY, =P, + P2, 
EY, =P, t 2&, 
EYi=Pl + 3/j*, i> 3. 
The least-squares estimator b,, of p1 based on Y,, Y,,..., Y,, is 
L= ‘:,;b’ $ Yip’,‘;+;) 
[ 
Y, + 2Y* + 3 $ Yi 
i-l i=3 1 
and 
for n > 2. If bl,, n > 1, were to be consistent for p,, then var(bJ, n 2 2, 
should converge to 0. But this is not the case. The stochastic conditions on 
E,‘S are really stringent and yet weak consistency fails to hold. 
Weak consistency, in this framework, has been studied in the literature. 
See Drygras [2]. But he gave necessary and sufficient conditions for weak 
consistency of least-squares estimators when Y,‘s are square integrable. In 
this paper, for some of the results, we do not assume that Yn’s are square 
integrable and we study weak consistency of least-squares estimators under 
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the minimal assumption necessary, i.e., Y”‘s are integrable and E E, = 0 for 
all n. 
Now, we fix the general notation. Let Xi be the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
X,, and b,=XJZ,, n > 1. b, is a solution to the normal equations 
(XC x, )/3 = x;z, in /? obtained by the method of least squares. If 
Rank(X,) =p, then XJ = (X,‘X,)‘Xz = (X,‘X,)-IX:. See Penrose [6, 
Eq. (lo), p. 4071. Define E, = Y, - EY,, n > 1. Note that EE, = 0 for every 
n> 1. 
In Section 4, we study rates of convergence in weak consistency. This 
would enable us to construct approximate confidence intervals for p for large 
n based on X,, only. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let A,,,(X,‘X,) denote the minimum eigen value of the matrix X:X,, 
n> 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of pairwise independent real 
random variables uniformly dominated in probability by an integrable 
random variable E, i.e., 
PIle,l 2 al <P{l~l >a) for every a > 0 and n > 1. 
Assume that Rank(X,,) =p for some n >p. (This then implies that X,‘X,, is 
nonsingular after a certain stage.) Zf lim sup,,, n[&,,,,(X,TX,)] -’ < co, then 
b,, n > 1, converges in probability to /I, i.e., b,, n > 1, is a sequence of 
weakly consistent estimators of p. 
We need the following lemma to prove this theorem. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let V,,, n > 1 be a sequence of real random variables 
pairwise independent uniformly bounded in probability by an integrable 
random variable V. Let ank, k > 1, n 2 1, be a double array of real numbers 
satisfying lim,,, ank = 0 for every k > 1 and Ck>, 1 ank I< C for every n > 1 
for some positive constant C. Then C k> 1 ank( V, - EV,), n > 1, converges to 
0 in probability ifmaxkhl 1~1, n > 1, converges to 0. 
Proof: The above result is due to Rohatgi [7, Theorem 1, p. 3051 when 
the V,‘s are independent. With the same proof, one can show that the above 
conclusion is true if we assume pairwise independence only for Vn’s. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is obvious that lim,,, &,,,,(X~X,) = co. 
Choose n, > 1 such that n[&,,,(X~X,)]-’ <B for every n > n, for some 
constant B > 0. Let b,T = (b,, , b,, ,..., b,,). It suffices to show that bni, n > 1, 
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converges to /Ii in probability for every i = 1, 2,..., p. We concentrate on the 
sequence b,, , n > 1. Let (a!:‘, a$’ ,..., a:“,‘) be the first row of Xi . Assume, 
without loss of generality, that X:X, is nonsingular for every n 2 n,. 
If n>n,, b, = Xi Z, = (XfX,,)-‘X,‘Z, = p + Xi E(“), where .s(“)r = 
t&iv ~z,..., d. b,, , n > 1, converges to j3, in probability is then equivalent to 
showing that Cy=, U:)f’Ei, n > 1, converges to 0 in probability. Note that 
Cyzl la$‘12 < Tr(X,JTXT) = Tr(XiXlr) = Tr((XiX,,)-’ X,‘X,(X:X,)-‘) 
= Tr((XiX,J-‘) ,< P[IZmrn(X~X~)]-‘, if FZ>~, as [n,i”(X,‘X,)]-’ is the 
maximum eigenvalue of (X,‘X,,)-‘. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
(l/n)“’ C;=i ]a$‘] Q (CF=, ]4$)]*)“* < (p[d,i,(X~X,)]-‘)“2 if n>,n,. 
Consequently C;=, ] a\~‘1 < (pn[A,,,(X,TX,)]-‘)I’* < (pB)“* = C, say, if 
rr > n,. Since lim,,,[L,,,(Xf;XJ]-’ = 0, it follows that lim,,, max,<,<, 
I a$’ I= 0. Thus Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. 
Remarks 2.3. (i) Drygas [2, Theorem 3.1(c), p. 1211 proved the 
following result. “Let sk, k > 1 be a sequence of pairwise uncorrelated 
random variables with 0 < inf,,, var&) Q sup,>, var(.s& < co. Let 
Rank(X,) =p for some n > 1. Then b,, n > 1 is a sequence of weakly 
consistent estimators for j3 if and only if lim,,, &,,,,(X,‘X,) = co.” The 
condition that lim sup,,+,, n[&,,(X~X,,)]-’ < w  is stronger than the 
condition that lim n+a, &.,,,,(X~X,,) = 03. But we do not assume that 6,‘s are 
square integrable. 
(ii:) The condition that 8,‘s are uniformly bounded in probability by an 
integrable random variable E is stronger than uniform integrability of E,‘s. 
However, the condition that sup, > i E( E,]’ < w  for some r > 1 is sufficient 
to ensure that E,‘S are uniformly dominated in probability by an integrable 
random variable. 
(iii) The condition that limn+ao Jmin(XiXn) = w  is equivalent to 
(X,‘X,)-’ converges to 0 as n + w. 
Now, we shall state a result in connection with estimable linear functions 
of B,r P 2 ,..., &. Let G be the linear manifold spanned by the vectors 
tx n1, x,2 v..., xnp), n > 1. A proof of the following result can be worked out 
based on the proof of Theorem 2. I. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of pair-wise independent 
real random variables uniformly dominated in probability by an integrable 
random variable. Let IT E 6. If lim sup,,, n[n~,(X~X”)]-’ < 03, then 
l’X,+Z,, = lTb,, n > 1, is u sequence of weakly consistent estimators of lTj3, 
where A.,&,.,(X~X,,) is the smallest positive eigenvulue of X:X,, . 
Now, we shall examine what weak consistency of b,, n 2 1, entails. 
Drygas [2] studied this problem under the condition that E,‘S are square 
integrable. We study this problem by assuming only that E,‘S are integrable. 
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We need the following results (of independent interest too) for the main 
result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A, 2 A, > A,,... be a decreasing sequence of 
positive semi-definite matrices of order p x p. (A, > A, means A, - A, is 
positive semi-definite.) Then lim,,, A,, = A, exists and is finite. 
ProoJ: Let A,, = (a:;‘). First, we show that a::‘, n > 1, converges for 
every i = 1, 2 ,..., p. It is obvious that ail’, n > 1, is a decreasing sequence of 
non-negative real numbers and hence has a limit aii, say, i = 1,2,..., p. Next, 
we show that lim,,, al;: 1 exists and is finite for every i = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. In 
particular, consider the sequence al;‘, n > 1. It follows easily that 
a,; (n’ al2 r 1 (?I’ (n) ’ n> 1, al2 a22 
is a decreasing sequence of positive semi-definite matrices. Consequently, for 
any man> 1, 
which implies that (a(,;) - a!y’)2 < (a\;) - aiT’)(a$ - a$;‘). Since a$‘, 
n > 1, and ag), n > 1, are Cauchy sequences, it follows that a!;‘, n > 1 is a 
Cauchy sequence. The convergence of a$“, n > 1, could be shown in a 
similar vein. 
The following result expresses a relationship between Xi and Xz,, and 
could be culled from Theorem 3(v) of Mitra and Bhimasankaram [5, p. 3981. 
In the following (X,’ - bC,+l,d&+lj i bt,+l,) is the matrix Xi - bC,+,,dr,+,, 
augmented by the column vector b,,, i). )(dCn+ ,) (1’ denotes the usual 
Euclidean norm of the vector d,, + 1j. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let xrnt = (x,, , x,,~ ,..., xnp), n > 1. Then, after a 
certain stage, 
=(X:-b d= :b(,+,,). (n+l) (n+l). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The sequence X,, , n > 1, satisfies the following. 
(i) (XTX,)’ > (XyX,)+ > (X:X,)+ > .a+ after a certain stage. 
(ii) lim,,,(X,TX,)+ exists and isfinite. 
ProoJ: If n is sufliciently large, by Proposition 2.6, 
(x+A+l)+ =x,++K+1Y 
=(X,‘-b dT :b cm+ - 4,+ dct+,, tn+ 1) cn+ 1) * cn+u) ( bT 
olt 1) 
) 
=(X:--b w&n+d(X,T)+ -4,t&d +b(n+&w, 
= V,‘XJ’ -bw,dT,tdX,T)+ -X,+d(,+,,br,+,, 
+b cntl,dr,+l,d(,tI,br,tl,+b(,tl,br,tl, 
= (X,‘KJ+ -b~n+&-nt,,P + Ild~,+,,l121 
-b cntd’r,+dl +/I4,,,,0*1 +b~,t~,br,t~,lld~,t~,l12 
+b cn+~jb~n+l, (Note that 11~~,+1,112 =~~+l,~~,+,,.) 
= (X,‘KJ+ -bc,+,,br,t,,[l + Il~~,,,,II*]. 
From this it follows that (X:X,)’ > (X,‘, ,X,+ r) +. Part (ii) follows from 
Proposition 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let Xi = (aiJ’)),GiGp,lgjCn. Then there exists a 
positive constant M such that I ai;’ I < M for every i = 1, 2 ,..., p, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
n> 1. 
Proof. Clearly Tr[(XiX,,)+] = Cf=i Cj”=, (a$‘))*. Since (X,‘X,,)‘, 
n > 1, is a decreasing sequence of positive definite matrices, Tr [ (X,TXJ’ 1, 
n > 1, is a decreasing sequence of non-negative real numbers. Consequently, 
we can find a positive number M’ such that (a~~‘)2 < Tr[(XzX,)+ ] < M’ for 
every i = 1, 2 ,..., p, j = 1, 2 ,..., n and n > 1. 
Now, we are in a position to prove a result which goes in the converse 
direction of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed non-degenerate random variables with E /&,I < co. Suppose for 
every IT E G, lTb,, n > 1, is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of 
l’/?. Let 1=X,+ = (WY), wp) ,..., w’,“‘), n > 1. Then lim,,, max,<jcn ]wjn)] = 0. 
We first make a remark before giving a proof of this result. Drygas [2, 
Theorem 3.1(c), p. 1211 established a result analogous to Theorem 2.9. More 
precisely, if E,, n = 1, 2 ,... is a sequence of square integrable random 
m/12/2-3 
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variables satisfying the condition inf,,, &,(Q,) > 0, where Q, is the 
dispersion matrix of E,, s2 ,..., E,, and if Z’b,, n = 1, 2 ,..., is a sequence of 
weakly consistent estimators for l’,L? for every IT E G, then 
lim n-m GdWJ = co, where n*,,,(X,‘X,J is the smallest positive eigen- 
value of X:X,,. In the above result, we drop the assumptions on the second- 
order moments of E/S and instead we assume that E,‘S are independently 
identically distributed with finite expectation. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let IT E C be arbitrary. Then lTb, = I’X,‘Z, = 
ZTXnf (X,&I + a(“)) = IT/3 + ZTXi &(“I. The given assumption on weak 
consistency is equivalent to lTX,t E(“), n > 1, converges to 0 in probability for 
every IT E 6. Let Xi = (a~;))lGi~p,,<jGn. By Proposition2.8, there is a 
positive constant M such that 1 aiJ”l < M for every i = 1, 2 ,..., p, j = 1, 2 ,..., n 
and n > 1. Consequently, 1 wj”) 1 = I x7=1 liuiT’I < M Cy=, 1 fil for every j = 1, 
2 ,..., n, where IT = (1,) 1, ,..., &,). Let g be the characteristic function of Ei. 
Since lTX: .s(“), n 2 1, converges to 0 in probability, its characteristic 
function nJ’=, g(wj”‘u), n > 1, converges to 1 for every u E IR. Note that 
1 nyzI g(wj”‘u)l < 1 g(w,(“‘u)l < 1 for every j = 1,2,..., n. For each n > 1, let 
1 <j, < n be arbitrary. It then follows that lim,,, ] g(wj:‘u)l = 1 for every 
u E R. Since s1 is non-degenerate, we can find u0 > 0 such that Ig(u)l < 1 for 
every O<lul<u,. Let u' = u,/2M(~9=, llil). Iwp'l <iqcp=, Ilil>U' = 
242 for any 1 <j,, < n and n > 1. Since lim,,, I g(wjr)u’)I = 1 and 
\g(wjz)u’ 1 < 1, it follows that lim,,, wj,“‘u’ = 0 for any choice I <j, < n, 
n > 1. Consequently, limn+ar wj:) = 0. Now, choose j, satisfying 1 wj:’ I = 
maxlGkGn I w?‘I. Thus, we see that lim,,, rnaxicjcn I wjn)I = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let E, , n >, 1, be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed non-degenerate random variables with E I E, ( < 00. Let Xi = 
("i.Y))l<i(g,l(j(n~ n > 1. Let Rank(X,)=p for some n>p. Zf b,, n> 1 
is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of P7 then 
lim n-m maxl(j<n I@‘] = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
3. SOME COMPLEMENTS ON WEAK CONSISTENCY UNDERTHE 
FINITENESS OF SECOND MOMENTS 
Assume that the error variables satisfy E&i ( CCI for every n > 1. Let Q, 
be the dispersion matrix of E(“), n > 1, where Ed = (E,, Ed ,..., E,). Let 
Rank(X,) = p for some n > p. Drygas [ 2, Theorem 3.1, p. 1211 showed that 
if sup”>, (maximum eigenvalue of Q,) < co, and lim, ‘co ,&,(X,‘X,) = co, 
then b,, n > 1, is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of /I. Let us 
consider an equi-correlated sequence E, , n > 1, of error random variables, 
i.e.,Q,=u2[(l-P)I,+PJ,]forsomea2>OandO~P~l,whereI,isthe 
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identity matrix of order n x n and J, is the matrix of order n x n in which 
every element is unity. The maximum eigenvalue of Q, is u* [ 1 + (n - l)P]. 
If 0 ( P Q 1, then sup.> i (maximum eigenvalue of Q,) = co. This case does 
not fit into the framework of Drygas’ result described above. We give below 
a sufficient condition under which weak consistency holds in this case. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E,, n > 1, be an equi-correlated sequence of error 
random variables. Assume Rank(X,,) =p for some n >p. If lim, +, 
n[Imin(XzXn)]-i = 0 or equivalently, if n(XXX,)-‘, n > 1, converges to 0, 
then b,, n > 1 is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of /I. 
Proof. The dispersion matrix D, of b,, if n is sufficiently large, is given 
by 
D, = (X:X,)-‘X,TQ,X,(X;X,)-’ 
= a’(1 - P)(X;X,)-’ + a’P(X;X,)-‘X;J,X,(X;X,)-‘. 
For weak consistency, it s&ices to show that lim,,, Tr(D,) = 0. 
Tr(D,) < a’( 1 - P)p[&,,,,(XiX,)]-’ + o’PTr{J,X,(X,TX,,-*Xi} 
< a’(1 - P)p[&,,,,(X,‘X,)] --I + u*P i 5 bl,“‘, 
i=l /=l 
where B, = X,(X:X,)-‘Xi = (bjy)),<iG., ,(/<“. For sufficiently large n, 
WD,) Q ~‘(1 - P)PP,,,G%JI -’ 
t u* Pn(maximum eigen value of B,) 
< u2(1 -P>P[n,in(x~x”>]-’ 
t u* Pn Tr(B,) 
< uv -P)PLi”(~;&l)l -l 
+ ~‘P~n[hdX~,)I :‘. 
The expression on the right-hand side converges to 0 as n -+ 03. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of equi-correlated error 
random variables. Let IT E 6. If lim,,, n[IZim(X,‘X,,)]-’ = 0, then l’b,,, 
n > 1, is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of l’p. 
Remark. The following example shows that in the equi-correlated case 
we need a condition stronger than lim,,, &,,,,(X,‘X,,) = co for weak 
consistency of least-squares estimators. Let p = 1, and EY,, =/I, for each 
n = 1, 2, 3 )... . Assume that E, = Y, - EY,, n > 1, is a sequence of equi- 
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correlated random variables with common variance CT’ > 0 and common 
correlation coefficient 0 < P < 1. Assume, further, that F,, E?,..., F, have 
multivariate normal distribution for every n > 1. For this linear model, we 
identify X,‘= (1, I,..., 1) of order 1 x n and X:X,, = n. It is true that 
lim,,, [&,,,,(X~X,)] - ’ = 0 but limn-tm n [&(X,‘X,)] - ’ = 0 is not true. 
The least-squares estimator b, of /3, based on Y, , Y, ,..., Y, is given by 
b,,=L f- yi, 
n i2 
n> 1. 
Since b, is normally distributed, b,, n > 1, is weakly consistent for /3, if and 
only if var(b,), n > 1 converges to 0. But var(b,) = (I/n)u’ + (l/n’) 
n(n - 1)p u* -+ P o* # 0 as n + co. Hence b,, n > 1, is not weakly consistent 
for 8,. Note that, in this case, Drygas’ condition is satisfied but not the 
condition of Theorem 3.1. 
Now, we consider what weak consistency entails in the equi-correlated 
case. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of equi-correlated error 
random variables with E(“)‘s having multivariate normal distribution and 
0 < P < 1. We distinguish two cases. 
(i) Rank(X,) =p for some n >p. If b,, n > 1 is a sequence of weakly 
consistent estimators of p, then limn-rm ,$&X%X,,) = co. 
(ii) RankfX,) < p for every n > p. If ITb,, n >, 1, is a sequence of 
weakly consistent estimators of lT/3 for every lTE G, then 
lim n-m nzi”(x,‘xn> = CQ* 
ProoJ: It is sufficient to establish the result under case (ii). For IT E G, 
lTb, has a univariate normal distribution with mean IT/3 and variance 
iTXz Q,(Xi)‘I, where Q,, =o’[(l - P)I,, + PJ,]. lTb,, n > 1, is a sequence 
of weakly consistent estimators of IT/3 is equivalent to var(l’b,), n > 1, 
converges to 0. ZTX,+ Q,(X,‘) + 1= a’( 1 - P)l=(X,TX,) + 1 + 02PITX,+ J,(X,+)=l. 
As J, is positive semidefmite and 0 < P < 1, it follows, from the given 
condition in (ii), that lT(X,TX,,)+I, n > 1, converges to 0 for every lTE 6. 
Let GT denote transposes of vectors in G and let G1 denote the orthogonal 
complement of 6. Note that 
G= = (J Range(Xi) = U Range(XiX,,) = U Range(XzX,)’ 
n>l n>1 n>1 
= U Range(Xz). 
n>l 
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See Ben-Israel and Charnes [l, Corollary 3, p. 6811. If I’E G’, by 
Proposition 2.7, r’(XiX,)+ 1= 0 for all sufficiently large n. Consequently, 
IT(XiX,)+ 1, n > 1, converges to 0 for every I* E RP. This implies that 
lim .,,{maximum eigenvalue of (X,‘X,)+ } = 0 = lim,,, Aiin(XzX,). 
The necessary condition given above under case (ii) is a global one under 
normality assumption. The following result gives a necessary condition for 
weak consistency to hold for a given l* E G. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let .en, n 2 1, be a sequence of equi-correlated error 
random variables with 0 <P < 1. Let I* E G and 1*X: = (WY’, WY),..., w:‘), 
n >, 1. If l*b,, n > 1, is a sequence of L*-consistent estimators of 1*/Y, then 
lim,, xi”= 1 1 wjn) 12 = 0. 
Proof. The given condition implies that var(l*b,), n > 1, converges to 0. 
var(l*b,) = 1*X,+ Q,(X;)‘l= a’(1 - P)l*(X;X,)+l 
+ cJ*PITX;J,(X;)*l = c?(l -P) IIl’X,‘112 
+ o*P(l*X,+e,)* = a*(1 -P) 2 Iwj”)[* + o”P( 5 wj’)) *, 
j=l j=l 
where J,, = eie,, ez = (1, l,..., 1) of order 1 X n. 
4. ON RATES OF CONVERGENCE 
So far, we have been examining under what conditions b,, n > 1, 
converges to p in probability. Now, it is natural to study how fast the 
probabilities P(II b, --/I]] > E), n 2 1 converge to 0. First, we study rates of 
convergence when the second moments of E,‘S are finite. This study will then 
complement the results obtained by Drygas [2]. Next, we will study rates of 
convergence by assuming only the finitesness of the first moments of E,‘s. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of fourth-order independent 
error random variables satisfying E&i < M for every n > 1 for some positive 
constant M. (Fourth-order independence means E,,,, E,,~, E,,, E,,~ are indepen- 
dently distributed for any distinct positive integers n,, n2, n3 and n4 .) 
Assume lim,,, y*F( y) = 0, where F(y) = sup,> 1 Pr{] E, ] > y}. We 
distinguish two cases. 
(i) Rank(X,) =p for some n >p. Let limnqa, &,,,,(X,‘X,) = 00. Let 
b;=(b b ln, *,,,..., bJ Then Pr{] b,, -PiI > e} = o(l/A,,,(X~X,)) as n --t 03 
for every i= 1, 2,..., p and for every E > 0. 
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(ii) RankfX,) <p for every n > 1. Let lim,,, A$,(X,‘X,) = co. Then 
for every I* E G, Pr{(lTb, - /‘PI > E} = o(l/A&,(X~X,)) as n -+ 00 for every 
& > 0. 
Proof: Part (i) is a special case of (ii). It suffices to prove (ii). Let 
1*2-n+ = (WI”‘, WY),..., w’,“‘). If 2* E G, then I’b, = 1*X,+ 2, = l’p + iTXz E(“‘. 
Now, 
In the notation of Theorem 2a [4, p. 4441, ank = wr’ if 1 < k < n, =0 if 
k > n, and P, = IIl[I’p[ l/A&,(X,‘X,)], n >, 1. Ck>i la,k(2 Q P, is satisfied for 
every n > 1 and P, + 0 as n -+ co. (Hanson and Wright’s Theorem 2a [4, 
p. 4441 was proved under the assumption that E,‘S are independent. The 
conclusion of Theorem 2a can be established under the assumption of fourth- 
order independence of E,‘s.) Consequently, 
Pr{ll*b, - Z*,b[ > E} = Pr(lZTXi ~(“‘1 > E} = o(P,) 
= o(llnZin(x~xn>) as n + 00 for every s > 0. 
If E,‘S are normally distributed, one could give more precise rates of con- 
vergence. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E,, n > 1, be a Gaussian sequence satisfying Eei < M 
for every n > 1 for some positive constant M. We distinguish two cases. 
(i) Rank(XJ = p for some n> 1. Let Xi = (a~~‘),,i~p,l<j<n, Then 
for any E > 0, Pr((b, --pi\ > E) = O(n’ max,cj<n [a$“\) as n + 03 for euery 
i = I, 2,..., p. Consequently, if limn+io n* maxlGiGn Ia~~‘I = 0, then bin, n > 1 
is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators Of pi. 
for every n > 1. Let IT E G and lTXz = (w:“‘, 
Then for any s>O, Pr{IITb,--lT@l >s}= 
as n-+ 00. Consequently, if lim n2 “-CO 
max , ,,/<,, ) wj”)I = 0, then l*b,, n > 1 is a sequence of weakly consistent 
estimators of 1’/3. 
Proof: We will prove only (ii). Part (i) is a special case of (ii). Since 
I* f B lTb 
any E ; 0, 
n = /‘/? + 1*X: E(“) = f’p + EYE r wJ(n)~, n > 1. Consequently, for 
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(See [8, Corollary 1, p. 6281.) 
= 1 - fi [24(e/n(var(~J)” y~,u~ 1 wj@() - 11 
i=l 
(@ is the standard normal distribution function.) 
< 1 - fi [ 1 - ((2/((2~)“*~/(na,m,)) exp(-(1/2af)(e2/n2m~))] 
i=l 
(See Feller [3, Lemma 2, p. 1751. uf =var(si) and m, = maxicjcn 1 wj”‘].) 
Q 1 - [ 1 - (2M1’2nm,/(2n)“2e) exp(-(1/2M)(sZ/n2m~))]n 
= 1 - (1 - p,)“, say. 
Since p,, < 1, it is easy to check that 1 - (1 -/I,)” < n/I,,. Consequently 
Pr(Jl’b, - 1’@I > E} < nfi,, < (2M”‘I (2x)“2e)n2m,,, n > 1. This proves the 
theorem. 
Remark 4.3. It must be emphasized that the above result provides a 
criterion of weak consistency when the condition that sup,,> i (maximum 
eigenvalue of Q,) < co is not necessarily satisfied as is the case in the 
following corollary, where Q, is the dispersion matrix of E(“). Compare the 
following with Corollary 3.2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let e,, n ) 1, be an equi-correlated Gaussian sequence. 
Let 1’ E 6. Then l’b,, n >, 1, is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of 
1’/3, iflim,,, n2 max,Gjcn 1 wj”) ) = 0, where lTXi = (WY), WY’,..., w’,“‘). 
Now, we consider the case when it is given that the error random variables 
are integrable. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let E,, n > 1, be a sequence of pairwise independent 
random variables satisfying the conditions E I E,( Q M for every n > 1 for 
some positive constant M and lim,,, yF(y) = 0, where F(y) = sup,> 1 
Pr{ I E, I > y}. We distinguish two cases. 
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(i) Rank(X,,) =p for some n >p. Let lim,,, n/&(X:X,) = 0. Then 
Pr{lbi, -PiI > El =4nlfLinKxn)> as n -+ 00 for E > 0 and for ever? 
i = 1, 2,.. ., p. 
(ii) Rank(X,) <p for every n > 1. Let lim,,, n/AAi,(X,‘X,,) = 0. 
Then for every Z* E G and E > 0, Pr{(Zrb, - I’p] > E} = o(n/LJ,i,(X,TX,)) as 
n+co. 
Proof: A proof of this can be obtained with arguments similar to those 
employed in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In the course of the proof, we use 
Theorem 2a [4, p. 4441. Theorem 2a was proved by Hanson and Wright (41 
under the assumption that E,‘S are independent. By suitably modifying their 
proof, one could establish the same conclusion under the assumption that 
E,‘S are pairwise independent in the case when sup,,>i E /E, 1 < 00. 
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